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Sln~UURY OF  THE  CONCLUSIONS 
In this brief interim report  t-ve  have  started an analysis of· the  energy con-
sumption in Europe  and on the world scale,  the  demand  trends  and the major 
problems  existing in satisfying this demand.  vJe  have  emphasized the  dramatic 
situa-cion of Europe  which,  contrary to the  USA  and USSR,  is presently heavi-
ly dependent  on oil imported from  the Middle  East,  and the tremendous risk 
of the situation for the maintenance  of the position of Europe in the world, 
both from  the  economic  aspects  and possible interruption of deliveries. 
He  have  indicated the  need to substitute as  soon as possible the oil with 
other energy sources  and preserve it for the uses where it is still essential. 
We  have  indicated some  alternative sources,  and we  have  listed the aspects 
we  suggest  for  consideration of a  major R & D effort. 
Vle  have  indicated the ·different  energy scenarios  which  can be  projected toward 
the  future,  their problems,  and stre!'lsed the fact  that they are options.  T;Je 
have  stated the need for a  European strategy on  energy and the need to create 
a  scenario for the year  2000  as  a  guideline for the  decisions  on priorities. 
We  have  stated that the main objective of the  R & D effort is the creation 
of alternatives and of redundancy in the  system to provide the  flexibility 
essential for the  control of the  future  energy situation. 
We  have  also  stat!'ld that it is essential to make  the right  choices  and that 
this is possible  only with the penetrating use of technology assessment 
techniques  and with the use  of the techniques for the studies of complex 
systems.  We  have  stated that the  Community  Institutions must  make  recommen-
da:tions  to the Member  Countries  and promote  and direct their efforts. We 
have  emphasized the  interim nature of this report,  and that the proposals 
we  have  made  for R & D funding are directed to some  specific projects,  for 
which the  importance is already well  established,  and for the  deeper  study of 
·a11  the  other projects. 
When  the work  of the  sub-group vnll be  completed,  a  final report will be pre-
pared,  which will include  a  complete list of proposals  embracing all the 
aspects  of the  energy field,  including electricity production by nuclear -4-
energy which has been specifically excluded from  the proposals of this 
report,  since a  sizable effort by the  Community  already exists in the 
field. 
The  specific aim  of this report  is to permit  a  start at  a  political level 
in discussion of the R & D problem,  to give the  Commission  the possibility 
of mobilizing all the excerts  and all the forces  which  can give  a  contri-
bution to alleviate the  European situation in energy,  and to start a  con-
structive dialogue with the  nther major industrial countries in the world. 
+  + 
INTRODUCTORY  REMARKS 
This  report  responds  to the urgent  request  from  the  Commissioner  Dahrendorf 
to present,  as  soon as  possible,  recommendations  for launching of R & D 
to reduce  the  extension of the  energy crisis on  the  European  Community. 
It is produced  midw~ in the major  ongoing effort by the  sub-group to pro-
pose  to the  Commission  comprehensive  integrated energy projects for the short, 
medium  and long term.  The  intention of the  sub-group is to evaluate for each 
project  :  the impact;  likelihood o.f  success;  a  PERT  for action with identi-
fication of the nodal  points;  and  the timing and precise proposals  for  funding. 
Further,  to suggest  to the  Commission  :  ways  of the project's best  execution; 
the allocation  ~f effort between research institutes and industry;  the  deve-
lopment  and construction of prototypes in specific types  of industry or con-
sortia of industries;  and,  if know-how  is probably better acquired from  out-
side the  c~mmunity or wider scale cooperation is to be  advocated.  Each pro-
ject has  to be  examined with the methodology of technology  assessment  and the 
various alternatives  compared with the  techniques of complex  systems. 
The  sub-group has been working at full speed,  assisted by  ~ number  of experts  (+)and 
wi~the enthusiaattccooperation of the  Commission  staff guided by its Director-
General  Dr.  Schuster,  when  the request  was  made  immediately to produce propo-
sals  for  submission to the  Council  of Ministers. 
r+)  See list of sub-group members  and  experts in the  appendix A. :-: 
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The  political .reasons behind this request.-a..re.  ful.ly--und..erst<>od.b;r--the._ sub-
group.,  So,  despite their reluctance to produce  a  document  at  such an early 
stage,  the  sub-group presents this interim report.  Its objective is to  ease 
0 
and speed political discussion and mobilization of the total scientific, 
technical  and industrial  forces  available in Europe,  and achieve  close  coope-
ration in establishing the integrated objectives  and stra-tegies  of Member 
Countries. 
These provisional recommendations  concern only the  immediate  actions. 
+  + 
+ 
L  THE  HORLD  ENERGY  SITUATION 
Historically,  energy sources  have  characterized social  development.  Wood 
was  the  source in pre-industrial  times~  coal  provided the  energy for the 
first industrialization in Europe,  and the ready availability of oil was 
the major  factor in the rapid expansion of industrial  development  in the 
u.s.A~  from  the beginning of this century. 
Energy demand  in the  industrialized countries  began to  grov;  very rapidly 
after TrJ"orld  \var  II.,  Energy consumption  became  an index of the  standard of 
living,  and correlated positively \vi th the  comparison between  income  per 
cani  ta even if in the  U.S.Ao  the  relation::;hip began to be  slightly 
modified  .. 
The  demand  projecti0ns for the next  30-50 years  are subject to debate 
bet>veen  foreca.sters,  and results diverge.  A etudy of the alternative 
projections will be  a  part  of the  final  report  of this sub-group  and  we 
limi-c  ourselves at this stage to  a  presentation from  a  British report 
of extreme  estimates  (Diagram 1).  The  fact·Jr whi.ch  can significantly 
influencb these projections is the  ,scale of growth in undeT'developed, 
developing and not-yet-industrialized countries.  Their populations at 
the  end of the  century will be  many  times  greater  (s~ 5 billions)  than 
that of the industrialized countries  (say  1~5 billion)  in which energy 
consumption is concentrated., -6-
Energy demand  in the  world will  continue to rise without  question,  even if 
better use  of energy may  reduce  the rate of increase,  a  factor discussed 
later, in this report.,  The  return to a  pastoral society dreamed by some  poets 
,; 
is most  '!,mrealistic.,  The  poorer people  strive to achieve  the standard of 
living of the richer,  which means  individual transportation,  more  electro-
domestic  equipment,  air-conditioning,  nore travelling ~.more consumer-
durables,  all of which require  consumption of energy. 
As  an indicator of the  growth of demand,  we  can take that the doubling time 
in the industrialized countries is between 15-20 years.  This will be  de-
creased  hen the  energy demand  by the developing countries begins to repre-
sent  a  larger proportion,  and  one  can easily foresee  at  least a  trebling 
nf the  1973  demand  by the year  2000.  The  hl.l€e  growth of demand  for  energy 
has been covered up to  no'·~  b;y  u.sing oil as  primary energy  (electricity is 
considered  ~o primary energy only when  produced by hydraulic power)  - up  to 
+~v present 40 %  of the total world energy production.  In the  industrialized 
countries,  the percentage is much  higher.  This has been the result of the 
discovery,  a  few  deca.des  ago  of the biggest  world oil reserves in the Middl-:; 
East,  exploitable at very lm·1  pricesa  The  very convenient  characteristics 
of oil and its adaptability to diversified uses  have  given to the world a 
most  useful  source  of energy,  and its success is easily understood.  The 
main  competitor to oil,  coal,  became  generally obsolete  and uneconomic, 
because ·it is more  difficult to  extract,  to transport,  and too  often is more 
polluting.  As  a  result little has  been invested in most  of the  coal  industry, 
production has  rapidly diminishedt  and in some  regions it has  only been · 
maintained by governments  to alleviate social  problems  ... 
Even  the introduction of nuclear po-vwr,  which in the  50s  was  expected to 
become  rapidly the primary energy  sourcG  for  ~he future,  vlas  considerably 
slowed down  by the  low  price of oil,  to  such an extent that nuclear energy 
represents still only 2 %  of the total vmrld energy  source~ 
Oil's·supremacy was  unfortunately linked to an uneven geographical distri-
bution with the major reserves  in a  part of the world v1hich  was  underpopu-
lated and underdeveloped and with a  high degree  of political instability. 
The  continuous growth of demand,  the limited life of the oil reserves  which 
at the present  rate of growing demand  will be  depleted in 30-40 years,  the 
dollar devaluation which motivated the producing countries to strenghten -7-
their united front  within OPEC,  and the  dominating position of the supra-
national oil  companies,have all been factors  behin~ the present  situation; 
the recent  MiCI.dle  East  War  being only the  occasion for materialising an 
already predictable event. 
The  substantial price increase for oil,  fixed  on  1  January 1974  at  (posted) 
'/;  12  per barrel  (actual price  :  7-9  ~ per barrel) is creating a  major  finan-
cial,  economic  and political crisis in the industrialized world.  The  annual 
~ 30 billion oil bill of  2  years  ago  has  risen to well  over %  GO  billion, 
mostly for Europe. 
It is not  for this report to analyze the political or economic  aspects of 
the crisis,  but  we  are interested in considering the  impact  of price level 
on the  energy scenario.  Unfortunately oil prices are difficult to predict, 
and the  costs .of gas,  coal  and uranium  have all started to escalate. 
As  a  result  of this rapidly changing situation,  a  complete  reappraisal has 
to be  made  of tho  economics  of all possible energy sources  and  of the effort 
required for their establishment. 
Even if it is clear that oil  cannot  be replaced immediately and that the 
tremendous  financial  burden  on  industri~lized countries  has to be  alleviated 
by a  political means,  by commercial  agreements  1-1i th the  producing cou.."YJ.tries 
and by the supply of know-how  or package  deals  for  development,  it is neverthe-
less imper'-"tive  to  replace oil as  quickly as  possible and to limit its use 
to those applications where it is not  replaceable,  at  least in the  short-term, 
for  example  in air and surface transportation.  In any case the  substitution 
decision was  inevitable,  irrespective  of the price of oil,  because it is our 
duty to stop burning hydrocarbons  vlhich  aro  n,  basic feedstock for the  chemical 
industry• 
The  conservation of energy is of parcunount  importance  and is the  other side 
of the  coin.  Savings  of 10% in the  short  term  s~om feasible  and with growing 
public acceptance regular marginal  savings will accrue.  Design improvements 
in buildings  and in town  planning to save  energy will have  a  large role to 
play. 
The  present crisis has  made  everybody conscious,  for the first  time,  of the 
need for a  long term  energy policy.  Energy is a  major basic ingredient  for 
development  of society and for the  achievement  of balanced Health in the -8-
world.  The  possession of energy is not  only an economical  factor,  but also 
a  political weapon  which has been amply  demonstrated by recent  events. 
THE  EUROPEAN  SITUATION 
The  European Community  (of the Six)  situation on  energy sources prior to 
crisis is summarized in diagram  2  which  shows  indigenous  and imported mate-
rials and projections to 1985.  This is extracted from  an end 1972  Commission 
report.  The  average oil dependency for Europe is 64%  but  the situation is  ·-· 
oven more  dramatic in some  member  countries  (+):  Denmark  99.6  %,  Belgium 82,8 %, 
Ireland and Italy 81  %. 
Two  major industrial powers,  nemely the  USSR  and USA,  are in a  much  better 
energy situation. The  former  is a  net  exporter of energy and the latter 
imports but  a  few  percent of its total  demand  and in addition has  enormous, 
easily and rapidly exploitable reserves.  For example,  oil from  Alaska will 
in 1978  be  able to  replace half the  present oil imports,  and there are large 
reserves of easily extractable coal.  In addition,  in USA,  President Nixon 
has  proposed a  major R & D effort to achieve  in 5-10 years  cqmplete  energy 
independence,  even allowing for future  increase demand,  with indigeneous 
sources. 
Japan,  in a  very difficult  energy situation,  importing most  of its demand, 
has  alrea~ begun a  major R & D effort. This is likely to be  successful,  as 
Japan has proved in the past its exceptional determination to  pursue national 
strategies and  ~ts Government  has  underlined the ability to orient  and mobi-
lize  indust~y and financial  resources  toward national  objectives. 
Europe  faces  the  extremely dangerous possibility of its industry having to 
pay for energy a  price considerably higher that paid by its main  competitors. 
(+)  Industria et Societe,  N°  2/74,  15.1.74,  P•  2 .; 
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The  loss of industrial conpetitiveness m~  begin the  decline of Europe's 
world position  • 
The  present  64 %  energy importation dependance  is dramatic but if we  look 
closer at the medium-term  position,  thoro  are possibilities for  improve-
ment,  but  only if a  major  R & D effort is started immedately and major 
investments are made  at  the  right  moment  and in the right  directions. 
The  natural resources  of the,Community in minerals  and energy sources  are 
innufficiently known  .:-md  mappedo  Large  scale geological  on  a  comprehensive 
basis is essential to  give  a  realistic inventory on which the options  for 
development  can be  soundly bo.sed,  and opportune  policies  evaluated~ 
The  need for  a  European strategy in the medium  and long term,  coordinated 
and integrated vri th the  efforts of other industrialized countries,  will 
appear as  an  ''absolute must 11 •  The  three  main  sources in the  medium  term 
are· oil and gas  from  the North Sea,  coc"l  and nuclear energy  o 
The  first strategic decision by the  Community  has to be made  on the rate 
of recommended exploitation of North Sea oil and gas  which can give  an 
important  and reasonably early contribution to European energy  demand if 
the reserves  are  as  large as  estimated by some  experts.  There is some 
disagreement  on the size of the  reserves but  an optimistic estimate is 
sho1rm  in Diagram  3,  taken \·ri th kind permission by Professor  ODELL  from 
a  forthcoming publication.  In figures,  10,000 billim.  Nm3  of natural  gas 
reserves  could be  developed ly 1980 as  vmll  as  oil reserves of the order 
of 100 billion barrGls  (approxilllc:-.. tely 20 years of the present  consumption 
rate). 
However,  disagreements  exist  on  tho  timing of possible extensive exploita-
tion,  on the  investments cost,  in any  case  enormously higher than for 
ground fields,and on the technical  difficulties caused by a  sea subject 
to  dangerous  gales  and wave  conditions~  Of  supreme  importance is the 
availability of naturd gas  >·rhich  has  already completely changed the  energy 
picture of the Netherlands  and is having a  largo  effect  on the  United Kingdom. 
In the future this will  signific~~tly affect the total European gas picture. - 10-
Coal  is the  no~ energy source in relative  abundance  in Europe,  and here 
the bottleneck is in extraction.  The  known  reserves  are  deep  and there 
are difficult problems in recruiting and retaining the necessary manpower. 
Therefore the  increase of the  coal availability in the next  future  depends 
essentially on basic improvements  of the extraction techniques,  for which 
a  R & D effort is of main importance. 
Europe  possesses  know-how  on benefaction of coal  ru1d  R & D has  a  significant 
supporting role to play.  The  gasification of coal  and lignite and the pro-
duction of SNG  can also  create a  very valid alternative at the  time  when 
natural gas  reserves are exhausted.  The  exploitation of the  emerging and 
significant technical leadership in this field c.:m  be  a  significant bar-
gaining counter in discussion tvi th other countries which are perhaps  more 
advanced in different  techniques. 
Nuclear  energy is essential to fill a  power  gap in the  medium  term  n.nd.  is 
the  only additional  source of primary energy available to  Europe  that is 
likely to make  a  large impact  in the  longer term.  The  question of dependence 
on imported uranium  and its enriched derivatives is not yet  completely solved 
for the  Community. 
Of the newer  sources  of energy,  geothermal has  a.  large potential,  particu-
larly in some  parts of Europe  where  probably  "dry hot  rocks" suitable for 
ind:u:st::ti-al..  exploi  ta.tion already exist. An  urgent  R &  D effort is required. 
Solar energy is immediately exploitable for local small  scale application 
particularly in Southern and Central  Europe,  but the impact  on  the total 
energy picture will be  limited,  unless large scale equipment  for electrici-
ty production becomes  available. 
Thermonuclear  fusion would in principle provide  a  practically inexhaustible 
supply of clean and inherently safe energy;  however  owing to the present 
level of development,  thermonuclear fusion is not  expected to be  available 
for on-line power  production before the  2000s.  The  present R & D effort 
however  must  be  maint~ined cUld,  where  necessary,  accelerated. 
A major R & D European effort on new  sources is imperative.  The  main object 
is to create alternatives to imported oil and to provide  a  margin within -11-
the  energy system.  This is critical for  strengthening the  European posi-
tion in overcoming instabilities in energy supply. 
The  required R & D effort  and the related industrial exploitation are 
1  certainly wasteful  and might  prove to be  insufficient unless  a  vigorous 
coordination action,  based on  a  common  strategy of European countries, 
is carried out. The  result  of creating a  co~~on european R & D effort  and 
establishing a  common  poli~y and strategy for Europe,  at  short,  roedima 
and long term,  would permit  to bring to the break-even point  energy souxces 
other than the low-price oil we  have  enjoyed for  20  years. 
-~- .. :-
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•  CONVENTIONAL  ENli.!RGY  SOURCES  Al'ID  SUBSTITUTION  POSSIBILITIES 
Chapters II and III are the  summary  of a  11tour d 'horizon!
1  that  the  Subgroup 
unde  ...  cook  before· starting with the  deep  and  detailed analysis. of each 
subject.  Therefore  no  one  of the  topics here  given was  exhaustively 
examined and their relative  importances  '"'ere  neither considered nor 
established.  The  Subgroup  however  estimates that  the  present  consider-
ations  give  a  picture  of the  many  problems  to be  solved  and  of the 
possible measures  to be  taken  an~ that  they are  an useful guideline  for 
'·  the  work  the  Subgroup  must  carry out  from  now  on. 
A.  ECONOMIZATION  Al.ffi  CONSERVATION  OF  ;i]NJ<;HGY 
The  objective here  is to use  energy more  efficiently and  to  reduce 
losses.  In.the  Community  the  l~sses account  for about  two  thirds  (67  %) 
of the t.tal available energy.  About  one  third  (35  %)  of these  losses 
are  in production  and  conversion processes,  3%  in distribution \,rhile 
the  rest is  in final utilization:  household  (26 cf,),  transpo.rtation  (17  %) 
and industry  (19  %).  If the  losses  are  related to  the  consumption of 
each of these  final utilization sectors  they may  be  evaluated ar more 
than 80% in transportation,  about  60 %  in electricity production,  some-
what  more  than half. in the  household  and  somewhat  less than half in 
manufacturing  industry. 
Besides  these  technical losses there are  considerable  losses  by wasteful 
applications. 
Savings  can  be  made  by  : 
-technical  improvement,  including rearrangement  of production  factors3 
overall  optimization of the  energy  systems; 
reasonable  changes  in life style. 
The  rules of the  market  economy  forces play a  role  in the  search for 
energy savings.  However,  a  fast  and  coherent  change  of long-term 
significance  cannot  be  entirely left to these  forces~it also needs 
a  R & D effort,  and  a  degree  of public policy. - 13-
It will  be  necessary for  instance to  consider 
the  elaboration and  enforcement  of norms  on  the  thermal 
insulation of buildings,  on  the  efficiency of domestic, 
commercial  or industrial  equipment? 
recycling materials,  including waste  recovery9 
development  of more  energy efficient transportation systems; 
transsectorial  optimization in  order to  achieve  a  better 
overall  efficiency. 
These  and similar considerations need to be  inserted into a  global 
system approach  including numerous  economic ·and· s-oci-al  factors, 
among  them life style and motivational  structures.  Such  a  global 
vision should also  open  the way  to  an  antiwaste  morale  essential 
to success  of an  energy conservation policy. 
Possible  impact 
Opinions differ widely as  to the possible  effect  of savingo  and 
better use  of energ~.  Energy requirements  reduced  by 10 %under 
the  level  otherwise  to be  reached,  would  be  a  possible goal  in 
a  couple  of years.  In the  longer run  an  appropriate effort would 
allow a  gain of some  2 %  a  year at  least  for  some  time. 
Research objectives 
Hithin R & D the  problems  are  not purely technical,  and  the 
following subjects  can be  considered 
analysis  of the  interactions among  the  components  of the 
Community's  energy systems,  in order to determine  the  more 
efficient  combination of fuel  supplies,  energ~ transformation 
and uses; 
- elaboration,  demonstration  and  industrial  realization of 
energetically optimized urban  systems,  including transportation 
of goods  and people? - 14-
elaboration,  demonstration  and industrial realization of energy 
optimized housings; 
development  of more  energy efficient engines  for stationary or 
mobile  conversion  systems  (improved  internal  combustion  eng1nes, 
Stirling engines~ electric motors  for cars with batteries,  fuel-
cells or other sources of power)? 
gas turbine-boiler combination and  other topping systems  if 
preliminary studies  show that they have  a  worthvJile  net effect; 
possible uses  of lower-end-heat  of povJer plants  9 
reduction of losses· in power transmission and distribution 
networks; 
recycling processes  for metals,  plastic and glass; 
recuperation of energy from  organic vJastes  :1 
redesigning of some  industrial processes  (energy optimization). 
B.  INCREASB  OF  INDIGENOUS  SUPPLY  OF  OIL  AND  GAS 
The  main objective is to speed up  the  exploration and discovery 
of the  resources of oil and  gas  available  inside  the  Co~~ity or 
in reliably accessible areas. 
This  c"ould  be  achieved by  improving 
the  knowledge  of the  inventory of the  Community resourccs9 
increasing the exploration and assessment  of ~he reservesj 
the  methods  for  the  recovery  from  the known  reserves. 
In view of the problems  related  to catastrophic spillage during offshore 
drilling and the legitimate public resistance after a  catastrophy special 
R & D efforts are  required to assure  the  maximum  possible  safety and the 
most  efficient  intervention techniques  in  case  of spillage. - 15-
Research objectives 
a)  Improvement  of the  knowled~c of the  inventory of the  Communi~y reso~r~~: 
An  improvement  of the  knowledr;e  of the availability, distribution, 
basic properties  of the  overall  natural  resources  of the  Community~ 
especially of reservoirs of cas  and  oH will  considerably decrease 
the  financial  risk of exploration and  development. 
theories  of natural resources  formation  and  distribution? 
methods  for  making qualitative estimates of the  siz0!  location 
nature  and properties of resourcesj 
- methods  for assessment  and accurate  inventory of resources  by 
direct  measurement  of element  distribution and  content. 
b)  Improvement  and  increa~e of_exploration and  devel~pment methods: 
The  exploration  a;.'1d  development  phases  a:::-e  very costly and 
commercial  firms  v-Till  only ch·ill  when  the  probability of success 
is high,  leaving aside  sites Nith possibly non  negligible reserves. 
Only a  systematic  exploratir~n coupled  t~i th a  s;ysterriatic  assessment 
of the  :::-esul ts soul  c)_  ascsr-tain that  no  major  reserves  have  been  , 
gotten.  'Jihe  risk entailed by such  an  operation should be  shared 
coupled with public  inC'entives  -Go  O)~ploration.  In  the  short  term 
favorable  legislation and  finencial  or fiscal  incentives  ma.y  be 
sui  table  but  in the  long  rc,_n  :;sH  tec:m:i_ques  a"l.d  technology fqr 
exploration and  develo:r'3nt  pi_ll  have  to  be  developed. 
Deep-sea drilling7  bet•.;een  '200  m and  3.000 m which  covers  the 
for-
and 
Medi  terranea.l'1~  brings  a  new  dimension to  the  problem already solved 
for the  continental  shelf and requires  ~}velopmen~ of  : 
positioning techniques  for drilling craft  and  bore-hole-reentry~ 
remote  observation  and  operation  under1..rater~ 
new  1-.rellhead  equipment  and  new  :1ethods  for  m3.intenance? 
new  drilling techniques; 
new  storage  facilities~ 
deep-sea pipelines. - 16-
c)  Improvement  of secondary and tertiary recovery 
About  70 %  of the oil reserve  is left in the  ground,  thus  any 
technique  for recovery of part  of this  increases potential reserves. 
The  less well  known  include  solvent  injection and  in situ combustion. 
Research  is recommended  on  internal structures,  porosity and 
permeability of reservoirs,  on  solvent  and  on  underground  combustion 
recovery,  and as  the possibility of reenergizing gas  reservoirs  by 
explosions. 
C.  SUBSTITUTION  OF  OIL  BY  OTH:Cft  ENTITIGY  RESOURCES 
The  goal  of all  TI  & D  is to increase the possibilities of recourse  to 
primary energy which is more  secure  and presents  ~ larger and  safer 
~eo-political supply basis  than natural petroleum.  These  are,  in terms 
of immediate  availability :  coal  and lignite  and  ura~ium and  thorium. 
1.  Co<'!.J  "~.nd  lignite 
The  use  of indigenous  coal  in tho  European  Community  has  stagnated, 
in absolute  terms,  and considerably decreased relatively,  during 
tho  last decade.  This  h.as  beE:n,  on  the  one  hand  because  the  avail-
ability of cheap  imported oil and  on  the  other hand  the  convenience 
and flexibility of liquid w1d  gaseous  fuels.  Imported coal,  mainly 
from  the  USA  and Poland has  taken  some  of the  m::.rkct.  An  increased 
importance  of coal  in the  overall energy supply therefore  would  be 
assisted by  : 
a)  an  increase  and rationalization of indigenous production; 
this covers: 
explore>.tion  and  o.ssessment  of  new  co.:>..l  reserves 7 
further  improvement  of the existing mining techniques; 
automation of underground  operation? 
systematic  and  joint industrial assessment  of the  advanced 
mining techniques  being developed  in Belgium,  France,  Germany,  U.K •• - 17-
b)  an  improvement  of the efficiency and  convenience  of the direct 
uses  of coal. 
Here  the key areas are  : 
high efficiency combined  cycle  pol-Jer  plants  (gasification/ gas 
turbine/ steam boilers/ steam turbines)  with the possibility of 
desulphurization by H2S  removal?  desulphurization techniques, 
including stack gas  desulphurization,  to  allow use  of high 
sulphur  imported coal  (and  allow flexibility of fueling); 
-topping and/or bottoming cycles  added to coal  fired power plants; 
solvent  extraction and/or pyrolysis of coal  in order to  furnish 
industrial,  commercial  and  even private  consumers  with an  ashfree, 
sulphur-free  and easily storable  fuel  and/or feedstock  for petro-
chemistry. 
A demonstration programme,  that  could be  coordinated with. similar 
work  in the USA  and Japan  with exchange  of complementary 
experiences  and preferential licensing conditions,  is suggested 
on  : 
- a  fluidized combustion plant with desulphurization. 
Fluidized combustion  has  been  developed on  a  small  scale  in U.K. 
and needs  to be  demonstrated  on  a  scale  of about  20  ~1H to 
demonstrate  that capital costs  savings  can  be  achieved  together 
with higher  over2.ll  generating efficiency and the  avoidance  of 
sulphur emissions.  The  elegant desulphurization and  the  reduced 
¥laste  product  disposal  prol:il.ems  seem  to offer cost  advantages 
over stack gas  desulphurization. 
1  or  2  stack gas  desulphurization processes  fully integrated with 
a  power plant  and  including the  waste  disposal  (or  by-produc~ stage. 
Plant  sizes should be  at le.-st  150  MWe. 
two  combined  cycle-gasturbine/steam turbine-power plants of at 
least  150  Mlcl(e)  with different  approaches  to  systems  integration 
and  with different advanced  gasification processes  (e.g.  "slagging
11 
variant of Lurgi  process,  pressurized Koppers-Totzek process,  or 
similar processes)1 - 18-
pilot programme  possibility within a  Community/USA  framework  of 
- 2 pyrolysis units  of different characteristics 
2  solvent  extraction units,  one  of which  with 
supercritical  gas solvent. 
Coal  throughputs  at least  10  t/h. 
The  demonstration programme  must  be  integrated by an  assessment 
study,  based  on  the available knowledge,  of topping and  bottoming 
cycles which  might  be  added to  fossil  fired pO'I-ler  plants. 
c)  The  tr~1sformation of coal  into other energy sectors  (gases,  liquids) 
which  lend themselves  to easy substitution of natural  hydrocarbons 
and their derivatives.  :Major  aspects are  large  scale  proct,uction  of 
Clean Fuel  Gas  (CFG),  Substitute Natural  Gas  (SNG)  and synthesis gas 
from  the  largest possible  range  of coal  and lignites. 
Specific projects  recommended  are  : 
- one  year assessment  study of the  different  lines pursued in the 
U.K.  and  Germany  on  fluidized bed  t~~e synthesis  gas production 
plants.  To  be  followed  by a  feasibility study and  a  joint 
demonstration programme  (2-4 plants,  at least  one  of which  in the 
Community  preferably with  integrated stages  for  SNG  and  methanol 
production;  at  least  500.000 t/y coal  throughput). 
- industrial  size  methane  producing hydrogasification plant  on  lignite 
basis  (pressurized fluidized bed  of German  or U.K.  technology, 
100.000 t/y lignite throughput). 
synthetic crude  oil demonstration plant  of about  500.000 t/y coal 
throughput  in possible  collaboration with  USA  by  experience  and 
licence  exchange. 
It should be  well  understoo~ that all proposals,  plant  types  and 
sizes are purely indicative and  should be  reviewed by specialist 
teams9  in particul3r in the  framework  of  ~esc.  It is also possible, 
in some  case  even  very advisable to  combine  several  different plant 
units and  programme  items  in one  complex,  such as  solvent extraction 
with gasification and  with  fluidized combustion  for electricity production. ,1 
. 
- 19..,. 
It is highly desirable that  in parn.llel  with the  :t;  & D n.roas 
abovementioned under a),  b)  and  c)  a  suitable  modeling effort 
could be undertaken  for the fossil  fuel  system as  n.  whole  (production, 
transport,  stor2.ge,  transformation,  uses)  including oil refinery, 
petrochemistry,  electricity production,  con.l  gcr,sification  and 
liquefaction,  e>.ls!'l  the  options  of desulphurization stages.  'J'he 
model  might  even  include  regional,  siting,  trade  and monetary 
C~.s'pects.  It should permit  m  a,ssessmont  of the  real merits  of 
imlustrial processes  and  strategic options  in the  frnme'I'TOrk  of the 
Communities  overall  industri~l economy. 
A cemprehensivc  programme  of collaboration with partners  outside 
the  Community  will need to  take  into account  suggesti'i)ns  made 
above  and  in other sections of this report. - 20-
2.  Nuclear fission  re~ctors for electricity generation 
Proven reactors  (light Hater Reactors  (LHR),  Heavy Hater Reactors  (HTAR) 
and Gas-Graphite Reactors  ( GGR)hre the  only presently <wailablc 
technological al  ternativc to  convcntiol'lal methods for  <.:lectric  pot·rcr 
production.  vJi th the exception  o::"C..,x::.u.~ Emd  maybe  Grco.t  Britain, all 
the  industrialized nations hcwc  d'·- ,·;::(1  on cost be.sis that the first 
commercial nuclear power vmuld be  bo,::::ed  on  LHRs.  '.J:lhese  need enriched 
uranium fuelling t'lh:tch  implies presently that  3%  of the elcctrici  ty 
generated  h~,s to be  1:.scd  for this enrichment  on tho basis of the  only 
technology available today for mass  production,  i.e. membrane  diffusion. 
Ultracentrifugation,  the large scale  commercialisation of which  is 
planned from  1980  on will reduce electricity requirements by a  factor 
of about  10.  Other exotic  schemes for uranium  enrichment  which might 
result  in even better efficiencies are also being explored. 
If uranium  onrich.:nont  had to be  avoided,  tho  only other reasonable 
altorne.tive existing totL-;,y  would be mJRs  t'lhich arc  chouper than GGRs. 
Such a  reconsideration of large scale introduction of mms is never-
theless highly unlikely in those  countries which have  selected L1rJRs 
because of tho  present orientation of their industrial structures,-and 
because it would necessitate largo heavy  t~tcr production capacities 
being built. 
For the other reactor lines, it cn.n  be  cnvisD.ged  th::-t  : 
-High Temperature Reactors  (HTR)  could contribute to electricity 
production around 1980,  on the basis of the  experience of the 
Fort-St-Vrain  (USA)  and Schmchauscn  (Germany)  prototypes to  be  started 
up respectively in 1974 and.  1977.  Compared .to  1\'IRs,  this reactor type 
offers the potential advantages of a  better intrinsic safety,  higher 
temperatures usnblc  for  improved  steam  cycle  efficiency,  closed gas 
turbines thereby easing +.he  siting and thcrm'11  discharges to •·mtor 
or heat  for industrial processes,  as l-lcll as  a  possible usc  of the 
earth's abundant  thorium reserves. - 21-
- Liquid r!Ietal Fast  Br~eder Re.:-.ctors  (LMFBR)  could be  commercblly 
available around 1985-1990  on  the basis of the  Phonix  (France),  PFR  (UK), 
SNR  (Germany)  and  Clinch River  (USA)  prototypes,  the  datos of critic-
ality of which  are resoectivcly 1973,  1974-75,  1978-79  and 1980. 
This reactor type  could ultimately give  complete  independence  from 
enriched uranium  sourcus by mru~ing use of the plutonium produced by 
the preceding ttconverter"  reactors,  and of the large amounts  of 
depleted uranium  stockpiles which will be  available at the time of 
their commercialisation.  An  independence  date from  enriched uranium 
before  2000  or 2010  would  nevertheless be  impossible,  because ·of the 
necessary long timing of commercial  introduction of these types of 
reactors.  It is furthermore  tied to minimising as much  as possible 
the doubling time of the fissile  mat~rial inventory tihich  implies 
development  of advanced fuels such as  carbides rather thnn the present 
prototypes fuel,  i.e. oxides. 
- Gas  Cooled Fast Reactors  (GCFR)  might  become  commercially availe.ble 
from  1990  on,  by  combining the  experience  and hopefully tho  advant<'ges 
~cquired earlier with both HTRs  and  ~~BRs. 
- Even  though  small  efforts are still being devoted in the  USA  and  in 
the  Community  to other reactor lines,  i.e. thorium  Lr1R  and Molten 
Salt Breeder Reactors,  their potential is questioned,  in particular 
,in view of the formidable  technological problems  they raise. 
bccssa:cy R &  D cff.,9.r,i 
The  recourse to nuclear reactors for electricity pr0duction can only increase. 
For the  Community  8%  of electricity (22  G!i)  Hill be  from  nuclear power  in 
1975,  raising to 14%  (55m1)  in 1980.  Projections to 1990  and  2000  ~rere for 
4o%  and 3o%.  The  ~mplications of these  projec-ted installed capt>.cities  must 
be  carefully examined. 
Several  str~tegies can be  and are being envisaged in cost-benefit analyses 
for -che  different reactor types oited above,  but no  single  optimum  can 
prevail in absolute terms,  in p!l.rticular because of the many  fEtctors  to - 22-
consider,  such as access  to uranium  and  thorium resources;  availa-
bility of industrial capacity,  capital financing,  suitable reactor 
sitings,  severenesp of safety regulations,  and  acceptance by  the 
public of nuclear energy. 
Further studies and  experimental work  are  necessary  on  the  following 
subjects  : 
transportation and disposal  of radioactive wastes; 
- effects of ionizing radiations on  living matter  and  radioactive 
contamination of the  environment; 
safety of LWRs; 
- HTR,  LMFBR  and later GCFR  developments  (including their safety as-
pects); 
radioactive product retention in the  LWR  reprocessing cycle; 
devel•pment  of reprocessing methods  for  HFRs  and  LMFBRs; 
- ultimate  decommissioning  of nuclear plants. 
Nuclear reactor exploitation raises additional questions deserving 
further  studies 
availability of uranium  and  thorium resources; 
- siting problems associated with  the  possible  thermal  discharges 
and radioactive release.  The  first aspect may  be  solved  by off-
shore plants,  the  second issue  might  lead  to  the  "nuclear parks'' 
concept  where  very  large reactors units woul.d  be 1Gcated 1  possibly 
with their reprocessing plants.  ~'his  in turn raises the question 
of energy  transportation :t'rom  such parla3  to  ccnsumpti•n areas with 
possible use of supraconducting cables and  gases; - 23-
- transportation problems of both  fresh  and  irradiated fuel; 
- optirnum  use  of the  generating electrical capacity  :  possible pro-
duction of electrolytic hydrogen by  off-peak power,  to be  either 
burned in situ during peaking hours or  sent  to  chemical  or metal-
lurgical industries. 
3.  Non  electrical use  of nuclear reactors 
====================================== 
Objectivesare  :  substitution by  nuclear heat of fossil  fuels  used  for 
process heating;  stretching of fossil resources by  transforming  the 
fuel  into  compound  energy  carriers produced by  endothermic reactions 
in which  the  energy  input is furnished  by  nuclear sources;  this may 
also render  the  output  compounds  energetically cheaper  than  the  fossil 
inputs,  if nuclear heat is offered advantageously;  production ef se-
condary  energy  vectors other than electricity,  in particular by  water 
splitting and substitution of oil by  nuclear energy for  the propulsion 
of large merchant  ships. 
a)  Process heat  for  industry 
Classical process heat  consumers  are widely scattered and of unit 
sizes uninteresting for nuclear reactors,  with  2  exceptions  :  the 
chemical  industry and  the metallurgical industry. 
Of  the  35  % of total primary  energy  consumptien by  industry,  che-
mical  industry  consumes  more  than  Z/5~  About  40  % of this is raw 
material  for  syntheses,  the  remaining  60  % are  used  {or.  pz·ocess 
and auxiliary heat.ing.  If one  takes only  the  large industrial 
complexes,  then roughly 5  %  o:t'  primar:y  energy  consumption of the 
Community  could theoretically be  suba.tituted by  process heat nu-
clear reactors in chemical  industry.  More  than 90 % or the  con-
sumption of heat is in. the  temperature  range  between  120°  C and 
210°  C and uses  steam  as  a  heat  carrier so  that all reactor  types - 24-
could be·used.  ·No  particular research is needed,  beside in-
creasing general plant safety to  permit  siting of the reactors 
near  industrial centres. 
Metallurgical  industry on  the other ·hand  consumes  most  of its 
energy at  temperatures above  600°  C,  mostly  above  900°  Co  High 
temperature reactors  could  serve,  as a  heat  source  for  producing 
reduction gas  for  direct reductions plants,  and  for  making re-
forming  gas  to  inject into blast furnaces  to  reduce  coke  con-
sumption  (by  some  30-40 %).  Gas  production  for  this purpose 
is not  fundamentally  different  from  that  dealt  with below. 
It is suggested that  the  known  direct reduction processes  should 
be  further  developed,  in particular for  hydrogen  and hydrogen-
containing gases  as reduction agentso 
A reaction heat  closed cycle  gas  system  as  proposed in the 
Federal Republic  of Germany  could  serve  the  consumers  of heat 
less concentrated than  the  chemical  and  siderurgical  industries 
and  in particular provide  the  large  scale  low  temperature heat 
for  domestic  use. 
Central point  for  this technology as well as  for  those  given 
below is the availability of a  high  temperature  process  heat 
reactor  which at present is only  a  conceptual  design stage. 
Research proposals 
- Detailed design and associated R & D work  for  process heat 
HTR  pilot plant  (to  be  followed at  the  end of the  ~eventies 
by  a  realization); 
Systems ·analysis of the reaction heat  closed cycle  gas  systemo - 25-
b) Stretching of fossil  fuels 
Reforming of methane,  reforming of naphtha,  hydrocracking of 
heavier oil fractions,  hydrogasification of coal,  including 
the necessary  hydrogen  production and  coal gasification with 
steam,  are  endothermic  processes,  in which  up  to  40 % of the 
e~ergy content  of the  output  products may  in principle be 
supplied  from  an  external heat  source.  The  respective fossil 
fuels  may  thus be  "stretched".  It has been  suggested that  the 
external source  could be  a  high-temperature reactor but the 
necessary R & D is large especially for  the steam-coal process 
which  needs  temperatures  in excess of 1000° c,  i.e. temperatu-
res of above  1200°  C  in the reactor  core.  Hydrogasification 
of coal may  be  of interest ifit can  be  established that  substan-
tially .all the  coal  can be  gasified in this way,  lignite is 
cheaper  and more  reaetive and needs  lower process  temperatures. 
Research pro2osals 
Methane  reforming is standard industrial practice and its adap• 
-tation  to .. nuclear heat mainly  concerns heat  exchanger  develep-
ment.  Hydrogasification plants exist in small pilot scale. 
The  promotion versus  the  industrial scale of autoth-ermal  gasi-
fication process is treated in c.  1. 
Independently of the  development  of large size and high helium 
outlet temperatures  HTR's  (950-1000°  C  in the  medium  term)  the 
follewing actions have  to  be  undertaken  : 
- Development  and  testing of heat  enchangers of different pro-
mising designs  and pipework  for  transmission of heat  from 
Helium  to methane/cracked gas,  hydriding gas  circuits, at 
temperatures  up  to  1.000° c,  pressures of about  60 at. 
and unit ra  tea of 500 HlrJth  and more. - 26-
- Safety and reliability analyses of different types of  chemo-
industrial complexes  111i th nuclear reactors. 
c)  Hydrogen  energy  system 
Rydrogen  economy 
Hydrogen  is not  an alternative primary  energy  source but it is 
a  general purpose  secondary  fuel  which  can  be  produced by  elec-
trolysis,  processing of fossil  fuels,  or  thermochemical  decompo-
sition of water. 
Hydrogen is,  compared  with electricity,  cheaply  transportable, 
through pipeline in gaseous or  liquid form,  storable and non 
polluting. 
In a  Hydrogen  Energy  System,  almost  the  whole  energy  market  may 
be  covered by  hydrogen. 
Main  potential uses  are  : 
a)  basic  chemistry  :  Ammonia,  methanol  and other  syntheses; 
b)  refinery processes  :  hydrosulphurization,  hydrocracking and 
hydrotreating; 
c)  metallurgical industry  :  replacement  of  coke  in the reductien 
of iron ore  for steel making; 
d)  industrial heating  :  alternative  to  fossil fuels; 
e)  residential  :  domestic  heating  (catalytic burners),  fuel 
cells for electricity production  in isolated areas; 
f)  transportation  :  hydrogen  fueled  ground vehicles with - 27-
contribution to  pollution abatement  and aircraft with their 
high premium  on  weight; 
g)  local power  generation  :  for  energy  delivery at distances 
over 500  km,  hydrogen is economically more  advantage~us than 
electricity. 
In a  "Hydrogen  Energy  System"  the by-product  oxygen  could be 
used  in combustion pro6esses,  in sewage  treatment,  waste 
disposal,  and steel refining.  Some  research  topics are  : 
- Theoretical  study,  experimental research and pilot scale 
testing of hydrogen  transportation,  distribution and 
storage  devices and  systems,  including aspects  of compa-
tibility and adaptability of natural gas pipelines,  with 
research on hydrogen  embrittlcment of metals at high pres-
sure; 
- assessment  of hydrogen  fueled ground  transportation vehi-
cles and aircrafts,  followed  by  realization of one  pilot 
,project  for  each  category; 
- preparation of a  European safety manual. 
Paraconventional hydrogen  production 
Up  to  now  hydrogen is mainly  produced by  methane  reforming 
followed  by  a  shifting process.  Lesser  amounts are also 
produced  by  coal gasification with steam,ahd  b;V.;:.el.ect~olyeis. 
By  the  introduction of advanced gasification processes and 
in particular with  the  coupling of  HTRs  to  methane  reforming 
and/or  gasification processes it will be  possible  to  decrease 
hydrogen  production cost  and hence  widen its market.  Of  par-
ticular importance  may  become  the possibility of using the  cheap-
off-peak-power for  electrolytic hydrogen production.  This  would 
however  require  development  of electrolysers several orders of 
magnitude  more  powerful  than those  now  availablo in particular 
those of higher power  density  and  of high  efficiency,  80 % or 
more  compared  to  the present  60 %. - 28-
Thermochemical  decomposition  of water 
It is theoretically possible  to split water,  without  the  detour  and 
efficiency loss  Qf  electricity production  and  electrolysJ.s,  by  ther-
mal  decomposition at  very high temperatures,  but  prob~bly also  by  a 
combination  of several  thermochemical  processess,  with  temperatures 
as  low  as  600°C  (the  number  and  the  complexity ef the  precesses 
decreasing  with increasing temperature).  The  potential heat  sources 
for thermochemical water splitting which  have  been  proposed  are: 
- High  Temperature  Reactors  (HTRs)  with  coolant  exit  temperatures in 
excess  of  900°C; 
The  LMFBR's  and  GCFR's  with  coolant  exit temperatures  r~nging from 
600°C  to  possibly  80o
0c. 
In  the  present state of_the  art it is of  paramount  importance  to 
prove  the  technological and  economical  feasibility of the  concept. 
Once  a  positive  aaswer  to this  question is obtained,  a  massive 
developmental effort  through  different pilot  and  demonstration plants 
should be  undertaken. 
Research proposals  are: 
investigation of the kinetics  of the basic  reactions after ther-
modynamic  screening of the  possible sets of  processes;  on 
corrosion  and  other material  problems  given by  these  reactions; 
heat  transfer studies;  chemical  engineering studies  for  the  eva-
luation of technical  and  economical  feasibility of possible 
process  combinations  for water splitting;  conceptual design 
·; L  1,~  ~~;  of  a  full scale integrated hydrogen  production plant 
with  an  HTR  as  heat source. 
d)  Marine  propulsion 
At  present  7%  of crude oil consumption is used  for ship propulsion. 
It can  be  expected  that  roughly 1/3 of bunker supplies will be  used 
in very  ~arge and/or fast  vessels  by  1990.  Nuclear propulsion will 
present  an  economical proposition  only  for such types of vessels. - 29-
The  technical feasibility of  nuclear propulsion has  been suffi-
ciently demonstrated  by  th~ successfulJoperation of the  experimen-
tal civilian vessels  "Savannah"  and  "Otto Hahn",  the latter having 
a  reactor of  mode~n design.  In order to prove  that  the  building 
of nuclear fleets  would  be  economically  justified,  the  building 
of  an  economic  demonstration  shit>  would  have  to be  agreed  first 
between  the  various  commercial interests involved.  Subject  to 
satisfactory participation of ship owners,  and  on  the  basis of  a 
prior analysis of risks  and  benefits,  Community  participation 
would  be  appropriate. 
As  a  backing-up of this  demonstration  programme,  R-D  activities 
in this field should  also  be  supported which  would  comprise  studies 
and  research  concerning collision protection,  nuclear safety  and 
infrastructure  for  maintenance,  repairs  and  fuel supplies. 
D.  ENERGY  TRANSPORTATION  AI"1)  STORAGE 
!mportati!a 
a)  ~y_e!e~t~i~i~y-
Fuel  and  energy transportation is  more  a  matter  of cost  than 
of efficiency or energy saving. 
The  most  expensive  form  of energy  to  transport,  which  therefore 
deserves  particular attention,  is  ele~tric power.  It is  trans-
mitted  by  high voltage  overhead  lines,  and  distributed in towns 
and  populated  areas  by  underground  cables. 
Transmission involves  leases  of about  5 % in  the  European  power 
grids  To  keep  these  losses  down  to this level,  the  current 
~ntensity has  to  be  restricted either by  using several  tr~ns­
mission lines or by raising the  voltage. - 30-
Overhead  lines offer significant  development  potential.  In Europe, 
although  the  400  kV  power  grid is considered sufficient  for  a 
long time,  studies  are  already underway  for  volta~es of 
1000  kV  and  up.  For  long-distance  transmission direct-current 
·would  be  preferable  to  a.c.  ~f the  current-conversion equipment 
w~~e cheaper.  No  bther  technolog~ is envisaged  now. 
The  capital cost of  a  400  kV  overhead line is 15  times  less 
than that  of: equivalent  conventional underground  cable.  This 
ratio should increase with  increasing voltages.  Consequently, 
underground  cables will onl)<  be  used  for  transmission in those 
areas  where  overhead lines  are  impractical,  namely  for  the 
penetration into densely populated  areas.  These  particular si-
tuations will require  the  now  being developed  high  performance 
cablesy  forced-cooling  cables,  polyethylene  cables,  SF6-cables, 
cryoresistive cables  and  supraconducting cables.  These  new 
cables  have  heat  losses  at  least  equal  to those  of  overhe~~ 
lines,  for  exemple,  in cables  operating at  very  low  tempera-
tures,  cryoresistive cable,  to  extract  lW  of heat  from  the  cable, 
for  cooling  and  circulating the  cool~nt 10  W is required by 
the  refrigerator.  The  only  truly  efficient  cable  would  be  the 
supraconducting cable  for direct  current:  the  refrigeration 
would  only  have  to  compensate  the  leakage  of heat  into  the 
cable  through  imperfest  thermal  insulation.  However,  there 
would  then  be  a  loss of about  2,5%  in the  current-conversion 
stations. 
Supraconducting cables both d,c.  and  a.c,  offer good  prospects 
for carrying large  amounts  of power;  perhaps  up  to 10.000  MVA 
in one  single  cable.  They will not  be  commercially  available 
before  1985.  Considerable  effort in research,  development  and 
demonstration is required. 
Tbe  Commission has  undertaken to atudy the  possible  market 
prospects  for high-power  cables  and  the  techno-economic 
comparison of the  various  concepts,  in order  to  know  where  the 
R-D  empasis  would  be  the  most  appropriate. - 31-
b)  by  fluids  ...  - - - ..... 
It is well  known  that  chemical  energy carriers such  as  liquid 
or gaseo'l.ts  fuels have  transportation costs of only one  tenth 
that of electricity. This is e.g.  one  ef,  the  attractive  features 
of  a  "gas .scenario"  and systems  proposc>.ls  as  well  as  research 
proposals  pursuing this line  are  given above. 
The  cheapest  means  of tra:nsp.orting fuel,  both natural gas  and 
hydrogen,  is pipe-lines.  Studies  to  make  compatible  pipe-line 
systems  for  t·he  various  types  of  gas  including hydrogen are of 
great  importance  a.nd  urgency. 
Storage 
I 
Sterage is to be  understood  not  as  stock-piling but  as  a  means 
of  increasing ·the  load  factor and hence  overall efficiency of 
energy  production  and in particular electricity generation 
pla:p.ts. 
Today  the  only way  of stt?.lt'ing  eJ.ectric  power  is by  hydro-electric 
pumping,  but its feasibility is limited by  the availability of 
suitable sites. Little progress is exprected in this  field  and 
little R-D  effort is foreseen. 
Energy storage in the  form  of compressed  air in large under-
ground  cavities coupled  with  gas  turbines has  been  proposed 
and is already in use  in Sweden,  A careful economic  evaluation 
is nec8ssary before steps  are  taken  towards  beyond  construction 
of a  nrototype  plant. 
Advane·ed  batteries  and  accumulators  are considered up  to  now 
too  expensive  for  large scale applications. 
With  the  increase-percentage of electricity produced  by  nuclear 
po•er plants,  the  need  for storage of energy  from  electricity 
will become  more  and  more  felt,  not  only  because  of the  higher 
investment  impact  on the  energy  production cost,  but  also 
because  of the  risk of plant  and  fuel  element  failures which 
increase.with the  frequency  and  magnitude  of load  changes. - 32-
Hydrogen production  appears  to  be  the  most  convenient  means  of 
sto~ing energy  from  electricity. Excess  electric  power  could 
be  used  at  periods  of  low  demand  to  produce  hydrogen  and  oxygen. 
They  would  be  stored  and  recombined  in fuel cells to  produce 
electricity at  peak demand.  It must  be  noted  however  that 
efficient  and  low  cost  fuel  cells are  not  yet  available  today 
and  are still a  field  of  a  major  R-D  effort.  Extensive  use  of 
this  technique will probably not  be  made  before  the  advent  of 
the  hydrogen society. 
Massive  storage of liquid  and  gaseous  energy carriers presents 
development  incentives both in the pursuit  of  the  possibility 
•f gas  storage in abandoned  mines  and  in the  exhausted.natural 
gas  fields. 
X 
X  X - 33-
Ill, N:EW  NON-CONVENTIONAL  ENERGY  SOURCES 
A.  GEOTHERMAL  ENERGY 
Geothermal  power  today  currently utilized is based  essential~ 
on  the  exploitation of the  dry-steam  :fi.el.ds.  :located i.u -the 
volcanic  regions of the  Community  (Italy). 
Other  sources  hov1ever  are  available  :::ts  :  wet-steam  fields, 
low-temperature  fields  and hot  dry  rocks  ;  their true  extensions 
dre  largely unknown  and  experts estimations vary  by  orders of 
magnitude,  but  their potential  can le very  high,  ~s hot  dry  rocks 
are  estimated  to  le vast,  diffuse  and  available  nearly every-
where  at  sufficient depths. 
Their exploitation for  electric  and  nen-electric  purposes  are 
hot  waters  and brines for  space  heating,  air conditioning,  indus-
trial heat  utilization and  chemicals  (salts and minerals)  extrac-
tLon  could lead to  a  rather large  fuel  saving. 
As  present  estimations are lased  gen~rally on  the  heat  recovery 
at  depths  ranging  from  6000  to  10000  m,  it must  be  noted  that 
more  advanced  technologies  (drilling of very  deep  fielas)  could 
substantially increase  the  total amount  of recoverahle  thermal 
energy.  Moreover it must  be  considered  that  in  some  cases these 
resources  can  'cie  exploited quidkly ani contribute  to  the  energy 
saving in  the  short  term,  particularly  from  dry hot  rocks 
without  the  major  prollems •f carrosive  environment  associated 
with near volcanic  magmas. 
An  important  goal  for  the  Community  could  be  to  exploit  the 
different  sources ly ieveloping and  demonstrating  the  technolgy 
that  wauli  allow increasing  and  promoting  thP  commercial  pro-
duction of electric power  and  other energy uses in  the  respec~ 
of the  environmental  requirements.  Consequently  an  action - 34-
leading to  a  coordinated el·to.rt  for  the- comprehensive assess-
ment  and  potential of European  geothermal  resources •ased on 
extensive 'napping  and  survey,  as well  as .tor their industrial 
exploitation looking  for  a  rapid bringing  them  to on-line 
production has to ie strongly  recommended.  Exploitation of 
rocks,.ringing together with  steam,  corrosive salts may  be 
considered in  the  light of recoVerJ of by-products. 
The  main  R&D  problems are  : 
- Transfer of the  kno~deep-drilling and hydrofracturing 
te.chnologies  from  sedimentary rocks to hard igneous ones. 
•·  Scaling up  o!  dual-fluid cycles at low temperatures. 
- irilling in hot  corrosive environment. 
Basic  research on  gases and  solid  salubility and corrosion 
problems in highly concentrated solutions at high  tempera-
tures. 
- Monitoring  and  elimination of wastes. 
~.  SOLAR  ENERGY 
•  1. Habitat 
Decentralized solar systems  for  space heating,  water heating 
and air-conditioning in houses an( •uildings are technically 
feasible  today  and  some  are in pilot-scale.  Operating 
costs are  low  ;  initial capital costs could  'be  kept  low 
if industry were  prepared to  manufacture  heating and  cooling 
systems  in large quantities and if improvements are  made  in 
the  design  and  fabrication  methods of the collector,  whose 
cost is approxirirately 3/4 of the total.  It is expected 
tha:t  30-.50  % of the  energy  coneurnption  for habitat  may  be 
covered  eventually  ~;y  such -systems. - 35-
The  objectives are  to  improve  solar energy  collection  and 
storage  techniques  ;  to  establish design criteria,  to 
develop  and  test  components  ;  to  build demonstration  houses 
for  effective usc  of solar energy. 
The  main  R&D  pro.lems are  : 
- System  studies to  evaluate  the  relative merits of the 
variety of collectors/storage/cooler/water heater  systems. 
- Energy  storage  systems. 
- Improved  collectors  (surfaces,  optical properties,  materials, 
increased life and  energy yield,  manufacture  techniques). 
2.  Electricity  produstio~ (thermodynamic  cycle) 
Although  feasible,  no  life-time  prognosis can  be  made  of the 
delicate related items.  The  high  quality devices of elegant 
design  and  precious materials ask for  intelligent  and  prudent 
use  and  for  serious  study  of  providing alternatives of 
components before  constructing  power  plants.  A critical 
R&D  area is on  concentrators  :  design,  materials of construc-
tion,  durability and  cost,  particularly as  a  function  of 
optical precision.  Other  R&D  areas are  ;n long heat  pipe 
technology,  long heat  transfer loops to  collect thermal 
energy  from  very large  concentrators  systems,  energy  storage 
technology.  As  operating  temperatures as high as 500°C  can 
be  o•tained,  high  conversion  efficiencies into electricity 
are  expected.  )espite  the  important  problems  to  be  solved, 
it must  be  mentioned  that  this type  of conversion  could 
potentially satisfy all energy  n.eeds.  T,.he  requirements  for 
small  size  equipment  are  not  to  be  undere.stimated,  particu-
larly small  power  sets of  a  few  kW  for Africa  and  developing 
countries. 
The  •bjectives are  :  to  investigate the  operating potential 
of key  sub-systems;  t6  improve  the  collection,  concentration - 36-
and  tranamission  tecbni'ques;  to.  i.mprove  energy  storage  tech-
niques at  high  temperature. 
Main  R&D  proalems  : 
- Concentrator technology  (costs,  materials) 
- Selective  surfaces  (life-time ani durability) 
- Collector and heat  transmissi"n  technology 
- Jest  thermoiynamic  cycles and  prime  movers  in different 
collector  configurations 
3·· Photovoltarc  conversio~ 
Silicon cells,  with  a  conversion  efficiency of approximately 
10  %,  and  already  space-proven  are  now  handicapped ly very 
high price,  which  must  be  reduced  to  one  hundredth  to  be 
competitive.  When  mass  production  reduces  the  price  to  a 
tenth,  already a  numaer of energy  saving applications can 
be  seen,  e.g. 'aa-ttery  charging  for 'loats,  caravans  and  cars. 
For  further reduction,  the  R&•  area could cover  new  methois 
of silicon cell production  and  the  possiale  use ef organic 
cells. 
The  main  industrial objective  is to  produce  economically 
competitive  photovoltarc cells on  a  full  plant  scale,  ani to 
determine  the  possiaility to  use  present cells in  an  accep-
talle economic  way  (concentration devices). 
The  main  R~~ prollems are  in 
- New  production methods  for silicon cells 
- Use  of ether inorganic  semi-conductors  such as  cadmium 
sulphide,  gallium  arsenide 
- :aasic  studies on  organic  semi-conductors· 
- Energy  storage  systems - 37-
4.  Jiolegical conversion 
Through  photosynthe.tic  processes  designed to  maximize  energy 
yi elis of plant  rna terial,s,  the  normal 3:0..w De:D..o .ar~e:i'f.k:irerrx:fy  of 
the  order of 0.1  % can  ~e increased  to  some  3  % or more. 
Plants can •e  algae  or crops or  C 4 
-type  (sugar  cane  ~r corn). 
The  R&D  area includes plant genetics,  harvesting technology, 
growtk  medium  technology,  as well  as the  study of optimal 
processin~ of  the  produced organic materials to  transform 
them  in gaseous or liquid fuels •y methane  fermentation  or 
pyrolysis,  etc.  The  concept  for  direct  formation  of hydrogen 
gas  from  water,  using  photosynthetic  processes,  must  •e 
evaluatei and  tested. 
C.  THERMONUCLEAR  FUSieN 
Juring  the last  two  years,  the  numerous  programmes  of  thermo-
nuclear  fusion  in the  world  have  yielded essential progress 
in magnetic  fusion  (MCF).  lptimistic  experts assume  that  the 
feasibility of  MCF,  usin~ •euterium-Tritium  reaction will •e 
demonstrated  between  1978-1982,  leading  to  a  le~ power  proto-
type  running  in  the  19,0s. 
The  new  methods  of laser fusion  has  equally  shown  considera~le 
pro~ress, aut  the  develepment  ef more  powerful lasers is still 
neeiea.  Investments in money  ani time  required to  preve  the 
con~ept of laser  fusion  are lass known  and  less predicta•le, 
since  part ef the  research is in  the  military sector. 
One  can  confiaently  assume  that if the  experiments planned  for 
MCF  are  successful,  the  iniroduction of  rlarge-scale  fusion 
power  would  take  place at  the  beginning of  ne~t century,  making 
it an  essential,  clean  and  a•undant  energy  source  from  that 
time  on. - 38-
Necessary RR-• 
Consiie:raale  R&:t  ~ffcn:tn  ot,-1 11.  have  to  \Je  made  in  fusion 
attnti.uing present efforts,  going  from  8asic  experiments to 
the physical feasibility demons.tration  stage  to  the engineer-
ing feasi'Dility  stRge  followed  by  the  prototype  one. 
If the  feasibility is proved early enough,  the  R&D  efforts 
lasting at least till the  end of this century are estimated 
t• about  5.000  Mua 
Practically the  whole  effort in the  next  10  years will  &e 
financed  ay  public  funds  since industrial companies  have  no 
incentive  to  invest in this field \ecause its possi.le  commer-
cialization is only long  term. 
In  the  past,  research expenditure  on  MCF  has \Jeen  at the  same 
level of altout  50  Mua/year  both in  the  Community  and  in the 
USA. 
In  the  USA  proposals have  lteen  made  for  a  substantial increase 
for  MCF  to  1240  Mio  do~lars for  the 5-year perioi 1975-79. 
In  order to  remain  at  a  comparable  scientific and  technical 
level,  an  inerease in the  Community"s  research  programme  would 
seem  to  be  indicated. 
Concerning laser fusion,  present predictions would  'De  unrealistic 
in view of the  large  intervention of the military sector in 
this field  ;  let us  simply note  that  the  USA  foresee  R&»  civi-
lian expenditures for laser fusion  which  are  10  % of those 
for magnetic  confinement one. 
CER»  notes the effort being  made  in the  framework of  the 
Community's Thermonuclear-Fusion  Procramme  and  supports  expan-
sion of this pffort.  The  successful completion of a  programme 
\y 1'90 is recognized  to  have  significat:o.t  ef'ft::c ts on clo•al 
energy  strategy. - 39-
IV.  THE  ALTII:HNATIVE  SCENA::'1IO  nL::::::ltlENTS 
The  two  preceding. parts of this  r~pDrl clearly ind.i-0ate  the  pol:l:-::ible  o01~P--~..s 
of energy which  can  be  made  available  in the  coming years if the  R & D 
problems are  succe;ssfull;r solved. 
Theoretically,  if each  one  is fully exploited' at least 1"or  a  1 imi  ted period, 
we  CM''  construct  the  following elements  for a  scenario  : 
1.  Solid ctal 
2.  Oil  (liquid fuel) 
3.  Natural  gas 
4·  Gasified coal  (SNG) 
5·  r~clear energy with electricity as the  main  secondary energy 
6.  Geotherm~l 
7•  Solar energy 
8.  Nuclear  energ"~J with methaile  ( cti
4
)  or hydrogen  (H2)  as  thE.  main 
secondary energy source 
9.  Nuclear  fusion. 
These  elements are clearly not  entirely alternatives and an  intermix will 
probably give  the  optimal  solution to the different  types  of energy use, 
for temporary and local  conditions.  The  following additional indications 
on  the  implica.tions  of each element  will  help  in understanding their 
complexity and the  choices available. 
1.  Coal  has  been,  until recently,  the  basic source  of energy and although 
it cwld not  return to this position,  it is likely in the  future  to 
continue  to play a  major  role  for  a  considerable  time,  particularly in 
the  steel  industry and  in thermal  power plants.  In  the  long range, 
coal  could be used to previae  hydrocarbons  to  supplement  and  replace 
dLninishing oil  and  gas  suppl  iei'J. 
2.  The  oil  element  is now  used predominantly, in particular for  some 
Community-rt.:ember-Countries  and  for Japan.  It is possible that  - due  to 
the  system's  inertia,  and  in spite  Qf  the difficulties - consumption will 
continue  to  increase  and  remain high for  many  ye~=t.rs.  'Phf2  HnT'th  Sea dis-
inuing oil use. - 40-
Nevertheless,  as stated,  oil reserves are limited and  should ae  preserved 
for uses  where  high calorie liquid fQels  are the only available solution. 
This  includes aviation and  the use  as a  basic feedstock for many  pr<>Oesse~: 
of the  chemical  industry. 
3.  The  natural gas element:  In parts of Europe  a  capillary system of gas 
distribution is in operation with great success.  A major advantage  is. 
the elimination of oil  dis~ribution by road transport. 
The  creation of a  complete network  in EUrope  will be  eased by the 
discoveries in the  North  Sea,  importation of gas  from  Russia,  North 
Africa and possibly even the  Middle  East.  The  distribution of gaseous 
energy has advantages  in im9roved  stor~ge capacity,  reduced environment 
impact  by underground pipelines and  avoidance  of storage at the user ~ite. 
The  natural gas  network can be  used for the distribution of SNG  or for 
pure  methan,  but  may  require  substantial modification to be usea for 
hydrogen.  The  existence of the  gas network  however  allows  a  dependence 
on  gas  to be  considered as  an  alternative to oil. 
The  possibility of producing SNG  from  oil  feedstock is an  interesting 
alternative to the use of liquid fUels  in a  gas  society. 
4·  Coal  gasifi.cation; It appears as  a  most  promising option for a  medium/long 
term solution and  as  a  natural  continuation of the present  expansion of 
natural gas  consumption.  The  major problems  are  the extraction of indigenous 
coal and/or the possibility to  insure atequate supply from  other continents. 
Owing  to the' economy  of transportation of solid fUels,  when  using domestic 
supplies the gasification plants  must  be  located close to the mines,  while 
some  plants would  need to be  located at coastal sites to allow for the 
import  by sea.  The  technology is alreaiy available,  but  further n & D at 
industrial level is re<p1ired  for the  dt~valopmont of morli:l  ef'ficient plants 
possibly integrated with power  plants. - 41-
5·  ~clear energy for the production of electricity.  Nuclear energy is now 
one  of the  cheapest  forms  of primary energy,  even  if the price  of uranium 
has  begun  to increase.  This  increase  has  the effect of mRking  it economical 
to exploi:t  a  larger number  of ores,  thus  dramatic::;~,lly increasing the avail-
ability of uranium.  !f the  rapid expansion  in the application of nuclear 
energy reaches 1000  Gigawatt  worldwide  in year  2000  - already a  forecast  of 
some  experts -, fast orecders are a  must  if uranium recovery from  seawater 
proves  too expensive.  Attention has to be  paid to safety,  ecology,  the ch.sposal 
of· radioactive waste,  and  technology of the coming  reactor generation,  parti-
cularly the  fast breeder,  The  American  R & D progr~mm~ for energy gives to 
the nuclear energy sector the title "How  to valid."l.te  the nuclear choice'', 
implying that  the  choices still have  to be  confirmed by further work.  The 
siting of nuclear power  stations requires large oooling facilities and 
off-shore plants is a  solution to be  studies.  Nuclear parks  with great 
concentrations of power  production are also  recommended :in  order to reduce 
the problem of waste  tre~sportation.  This  solution will  require  the use  of 
superconducting cables  for economic  trMsportation of electricity,  with the 
additional benefit  of reducing visual pollution associn.ted with  overheat 
cables and the losses  from  long distance  t~ansportation.  Siting is a  problem 
closely linked to acceptance  by the  general public. 
6.  A geothermal  view  Natura;I.ly produced hot .we.ter  from  deep  levels is 
~lready used directly to heat buildings  in parts of some  EUropean  towns 
{Budapest  and Paris)  or used to produce  electrioi  ty (Larderello).  If 
drilling techniques  Ctl.ll  be  developed with a  supportable  coat,  and  if the 
materials problems  caused by the possible corrosive environment  and  steam 
can be  overcome,  the use of the  heat  from  hot  rocks  (which exist at a  depth 
of a  few  1000  m in various parts of Europe)  may  become  a  large source  of 
energy,  which  could play a  major  role in fUture  energy scenarios. 
1·  A solar energy element  :  In Europe,  with the possible  exception of its 
Southern regions,  probably only small  scale applications  are  foreseeable. 
vlhen  photovol  tal:c cells ar.e  produced economically,  a large  industry can  be 
founded to export  solar power  stations to  the  developing countries.  The 
problems  of the  storage of the  energy produced by this intermittent  source 
have  also to be  solved. - 42-
8.  Nuclear energy with  H~ or CH1  as the  main  seconde,ry energy source: 
If the studies,  in which  Europ~ has  been leading,  in the  decomposition of 
water by thermo-chemical processes using the  HTR  are  successful,  and if H2 
can be  produced at  low prices, this could be  an  ideal non-polluting system 
which will not  consume  natural  resourcPs.  The  oxygen produced is usable 
in other processes  and will  reduce  the  cost  of hydrogen;  when  fuel  cells 
can be  manufactured eponomically,  oxygen  could be  transported in parallel 
with hydrogen  to allow l8"rge  scale electricity :groduction  in small  local 
installations.  These  will  be  non-polluting and very attractive  from  the 
standpoint  of safety and silence.  The  HTR  can also be  used for a  closed 
cycle gas  system based on  methane  decomposition. 
9.  NUclear  fusion:  There  is a  high potential  for  fusion  once  its feasibility 
is proven.  If all the problems  created by a  very large  scale use of fission 
reactors  compel  complete  rejection or set  a  limitation on  nuclear fission, 
then nuclear fusion becomes  a  clear and non-polluting alternative. 
To  the nine  elements briefly described can be  added  the  contribution  from 
other sources  :  wind,  tides,  temperature  gradients of sea water,  the 
limited role of which  will  depend  on  both economic  factors  and strictlj' 
regional possibilities of practical applications. 
The  scenario elements  are not entirely alternatives,  and they will  surely 
overlap.  In some  aspects  they represent  options.  The  time  of introduction 
on  industrial  scale is probably the  order we  have  given  in our brief description. 
It is of major  importance to make  the right  choice  and to take  the  right  decision, 
because  the  implication of each choice  and the  loss of flexibility can  be 
tremendous,  due  to the eizo of tho  investments required. 
But  no  choice  can really be  ~.de without  a  very careful study of all the 
present  e.nd  future  ecological,  economic,  social  f!.nd  industrial  i'tnplications 
of each scenario.  The  methodology of technology assessment  is to  be  used. 
In the  USA  has  now  been  created a  special board and  office linking together 
the  House,  the  Senate  and  the  ma.ior  scientific bodies of the  country " 
- 43-
("Office  of 'l'echnology Assessment")  which  has  the responsibility of 
evaluating the  consequences and  impact  of e;ach  technological  choice. 
In Europe  where  several  countries  envisage  such offices  on  a  national 
scale  we  cannot  afford to take  our  own  problems  less seriously,  and this 
should be  done  at least  on  a  Comrrru.nity  basis. It is etlso  no  longer possible 
to leave  the  determination of the  future  of energy to tho  market  forces  and 
to short-term price  considerations.  No  single  Government,  no  single industry, 
no  expert  can  make  the right decisions without  a  global  view.  The  points which 
we  recommend  be  taken  into account  in technology assessments  should include  : 
1.  Economic  factors  :  Price 
Availability of reserves 
Geographical  distribution of reserves 
Cost  of investments 
Time  of depreciation 
Cost  of the distribution system and its depreciation 
Flexibility of use 
Storabili  ty 
J:i'oreign  trade. 
2.  Ecological  aspects:  Thermal  discharges 
Smoke 
3.  Social problems 
Noise 
Radioactive  releases and wast8s 
Site-clearing after removA.l  of the power plant 
Visual pollution for pl::tnt  and distribution system 
Climatic effects 
Seismic and  subsidence effects. 
AcceptB.bility of the  general public 
Safety of production,  transportation and use 
Siting of power plants. 
4.  Industrial problems:Availability of materials  for both generA.tion  ~d 
Availability of technology.  distribution. 
Production capacity. - 44-
This  type  of global  study has to be  made  by the Community  in close  cooperation 
with the  other major industrial countries.  The  time-scaJe  for the  introduction 
of each technique will depend  in every cyse  on  the results  from  research,  and 
this result will depend  on  the size of our effort. But  if we  con.sider each 
source  only on  its own  merits without parallel consideration of all the other 
alternatives,  we  can  be  driven again to dependence  on  an  oligopolistic 
situation,  which  in an international scene  can very easily become  a  mono-
polistic one,  as  is presently happening. 
We  have  to build up  the  ideal scenario for the  year  2000,  taking into 
consideration all the already mentioned factors  and  starting from  the 
present situation,  and consider also the projection ih the next centuries. 
The  creation of this year  2000  scenario requires most  advAnced  techniques 
using mathematical  models  of the  complex  system and  large  computers,  and  c~ 
only be  done  1-ri'th  the  activo cooperation of the  best  specinlized institutions 
in the world. 
It is quite probable that  we  will  ~~ve to decide  that the Duropean  scenario 
for year  2000  will differ from  the American  one  in some  aspects.  But  it has 
to be  compatible  and  integrated in a  world  consider~tion to avoid unbalances, 
particularly in the  cost of energy. 
The  year 2000  scenario will  be  the guideline  for our R & D recommendations 
and  is essential for establishing the right priorities and  for establishing 
objectives.  This  applies equally for the  intervening periods year 1900  and 
year 1990. 
The  final  report of our sub-group will  require  a  long-term effort  and  the 
mobilization of all the available experts.  The  next part  of this  interim 
report contains  some  specific prop.osRls  for the Commission  to submit  to 
the  Council of Ministers  for the initial funds  to start the projects the 
necessity of which  is already 1.rcll  established.  We  will also require all 
the  funding requested for the "soft side" of the effort, project planning, 
the technology assessments and  tho  systems  studies. .. 
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We  strongly recommend  that  the  Community  also takes action  : 
to assure  the  cooperation of the best people  in each country; 
to assure  the  tr~sfer of the technological know-how  and expertiae  from 
one  field of industry to other fields  which  is essential  in many  of the 
projects  we  shall propose, 
to  increa.se  the effort  in the  field of materials,  but  not  in a  generic  way, 
but  for the  solution of the  problems  of many  projects  which  Cl.re  material-
limited? 
to assure  the  industrial  cooperation necessary for  the  construction of 
prototypes  and subsequent  exploitation) 
to assure  the scientific and technological  cooperation with all the 
major industrialized countries  outside  the  Community; 
assure  continuous exchange  of information? 
avoid useless duplication of efforts. 
0 
0  0 - 46-
The  uorl< of the  Subcommittee has  concentre~.ted ;.>rr·  thre·ELias~t.ia.l 
areas  : 
hotr  to  conserve enerzy and  ir:'I::Jrove  efficiency of enerGY  utilization; 
hou to  ra~)idly increase  ind.ic:-enc·"~s  energy  su·::>~llies,  r.ta;~imizin;:,· the 
}reduction of coa.l 1  oil :md  ~;as  a..'1d  s<J.bsti tuting· oil by other 
enersy sources  ( includin~ nuclear  ;>Otter); 
ho\-r  to  develop netl  technCi.-£.o.gfues. 
?he  Cc~.L-ai ttee estimates that  sol  vin;:;  the  enerGY  cr~s~s is a  major  g"Oal 
to be  looked at in its entirety.  It is a  1)roblem  that l-Iill  require 
the mobilisaticn of all the cvncer-tled )artners of the  Comm-.mi ty,  i.e. 
national  ~.:over-tlments 1  industrial enter)rises,  research stations.,  etc. 
'rhe  :}roblem  is of such  de~Jth and size that it can  be usefully tackled 
only Ni thin the  fraraeuor1~ of the  Co:ru-.runi ty.  'I'his  im}lies on  the  one 
hand  enco-v.raging clivision of labour and  s~Jecialization,  on  the other 
hand coordination and coo)eration. 
The  Committee is f·dly at-rare  of the very preliminary state of its 
ttor:c  but nevertheless feels it is necessary to attem9t quantification 
of its rec:Jmmendations  in order to  enable the  C01mauni ty Institutions 
to  implement  action as  from  1975. 
'rhe  Comrni ttee believes that  in order that the  Comrn<.tni ty Institutions 
be  in a  pvsition to  )romote  stimulation  a.nC:.  ~)rovide coordination,  the 
sum .at their dis::msal  to  su.;>)ort  the Euro.,?ean  stratec,y for Snersy 
R  c~  D must  not  be too small  in com)arison  1rri th the total  runor.nt  being 
s::>ent  in this problem area by the Hine.  An  indicative fig·ure  of 
some  100  to  150 }1u.a/year a})ears to be  the minimum  fizu.re  required 
to  ensure  a  sisnificant imyact  of the.  ComUiunities  on  the total Energy 
R  ~ D picture.  It should by no  weans  be  read as a  bud.:;et,  but 
should. rather' be  considered as  a  very preliminary estimate of  ~ihat 
the Cmmcil of liinisters micht  be called U)On  to 'l'rovide against 
s)ecific  ~rojects and other  ty~es of action to be  spelled out.  It 
is only after serious analysis 1  based inter-alia on  Comraunity-
s)onsored studies to be  la:.mched in l)11r,  that first concrete 
indications of budgeted ·,:>rograr.'lftles  can be  mad.e  l11i th a  vim.: to 
im;?lementation in 1975.  Hc1r3ever,  based on  the preliminar;y  studies 
and discussions,  the  Co;nmi ttee feels it can  venture t;J  dratoJ"  attention 
to the following priority areas  : 
1.  Zccnomisation and conservation of  ener~; 
2.  IncreasinG' indigenous  SU•.J)lies  of oil and  gas; 
3.  Substitution of oil 
a)  by coal; 
b)  by  removinG obstacles to  the  introduction of nuclear 
enere,y  for electricity ::;enera.tion; 





4•  The  1-Iydroe;en  :;ner~ System. 
5.  Other methods of trans_,ort  n...1d.  stora.e;e  of  ener~::r· 
6.  Net-~ non-conventional  enerGY  so·~lrees 
a}  geotherr,lal  and aolar1 
b)  fusion. 
The  ua.y~ the Camrnu.nity  can  be effective  ran{~-e  from  fundinc studies 
and systems analyses of ne\: and/or advm1eecl  proposals  ( Go:nr..uni ty 
contribution  50-100~.),  to  JV.ara.ntece  and partioi)a.tion in first-uf-
a-kind  mar~~·inal costs and risk coverage to be  given to  '.'ilot  Mel/  or 
demonstration  i)lants. 
q A detailed list of s!)ecifio )rojeots is belo~1 (A:nendix B) • 
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J.  i:'rof.  C.il.  DRAAI.i~:>  1 
Directe·.1.r  J.i'Oi-I  Insti  tuu.t  voor ?lasnw._1hysica.., 
Jut Jhaas  {rrcderland) 
:>r·:;f.  Alfonso  CA:-"LACCIO:..O  DI  :~'O.iUlJO 
~~or.1a  (Italic} 
Dr.  In~.:;.  :?;:w lo  lr~LLil.  ?011TJ.  ( ChairElOll) 
Vice-:!residente  Consi;:::.1iere  ··;cle(,-ato, 
S.A.~.s.  Getters 
~{il::mo  (Italic) 
;;r.  Pad !Jl;'l'Z  {representee.~ by  ~Ir. Sadl.eler) 
Directeur a i~CISD 
Lu..'CeEibourt;. 
11.  D~LAP  ii.L~  ..  :~ 1 
... ~-:·>l'!n 
b:.ti4.a. 
?r~sidcnt du  Grcm•_)e  :?ers)ccti  ve 
cle  la C;)Llr.Jission  de  1 ·~:ncr::;ie  (VI3r,Je  Plan) 
?o..ris  (2rance) 
l-~r.  J.  ~1.  I-Il-L-t: I :10iJ 1 
r•escarch and :Dovelo)f!Jent  :)e)t. 
National  Coal  Boc.rd, 
H2.rrou  (u.~:.) 
Dr.  D.J.  i.:ITTI..:Sa  (rc':)rcsel1tefl by :Or. •:ri::;ht) 
Controller cf I•esearch 
Central :8lectrici  ty Genera  tin:; :Joard.; 
~"on,J.on  (u.;(.) 
A ):Hmdix  A • 
• 
.. 
l·tl'o  :Jolf{~,an.::;  SA:  .. L'JilJ1 
i~crniorschun,;sa.nlo.t;e, 
JUlioh  (~".H.  :'le:rma.ny) 
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iir.  Ho.l ter c. L.  ZJ:;GVEI,D 1 
.i':.dj'...mct-Directeur T. i:!.O. 
Den  Ho.a:4  (1-Tederle'.nd) 
:>art  of the  ~o1eetin:;s lvere  also  a.ttendcc:J.  by the  Chairman 
of the C.Z.i:1.!l.,  Prof.  Hcndl'il~ 0/J.C.i!IIL(. 
The  technical assistance  ~nd secretariat to the subcrouJ 
activities uere )rovided by  the s.c.r.s.n.c.i.:;.  Cvns1!lta.nt 
Com;;>a.ny  (~ru~;:elles) under contro..ct  (lJ:J.OG4-73-12-bCl-B) 
Hi th the  Co~ot.ission of the J.Guro')ea.n  Corawmi tics  • -50-
.:_:;lobal  analysis of mos-t  efficient  cornbinat~  :Jn  of fuel  SU:J)lies, 
enerc,y transfamation and  uses· 
O)timized urban  systcus1 
o)timized housin&; 
inore ef.ftaient  sta.ti0JTary  or!:il0  bHn  engm~1e  s; 
Gas  turbine-boiler combinatic,n to)Jing-systems; 
u.se  of loNer-end heat  pol;Jer  ,)lants; 
reduction of losses in .JOlTer  transmission and distribution, 
recycling metals,  )lastics and  [.:;la.ss; 
cner.:,ry  from  \11aste • 
.1.  im)rovement  r)f  the  knnvrlE'cl(:;'e  of the  inventory of the  Community 
resources; 
.:seneral,  offshore and  dee)sea exploration and  e::}loi  ta.tion 
techniques; 
ira)rovemcnt  of secondary rccnvery. • 
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1i  Coal  and lignite. 
~sscssment of advc.nced minins· techniques; 
m•)dellin£; of the fossil  fuel  system; 
fluidized cotabustion and ct;..;.ck  ;:;as  desulfurizati.:m 
lhmts; 
tt-.ro  CO!ilbined  cycle  ::,as  tarbine/  steo.m  turbine 
tO))in&; and  bottomin~;· cycles; 
2  )yrolysis and  2  solvent extraction  ~mits; 
fluidized bed ty)e synthesis gas )reduction 
:1lants  ~ 
hydrocasifioation  )lo.nt  for  liLni  te; 
s~1thetic  c~~dc oil  (500,00 t/y CJal). 
2.  Nuclear i?issivn  Heactcn~s for :Glectrici  ty Generation. 
(details to  be  considered). 
3.  Hun-electrical  Use  Df  iTt·,cleu.r  f.Leactors. 
n:rrocess hcata Wl'll-)rojcct. 
'jtretching uf fossil  fuels: 
hco. t  exchal1(~ers; 
safety n.nc.  reliability cif  cher.~o  industrial  C':it.l  lle~ces 
ui  th nv.clear  reaotors~ -52-
Hydrogen  ener{:!.'Y  syste1:1; 
hydroz;en mar!cet  l)otentin.l; 
hydrogen  tro.ns}ortati-.:11  <1nd  atorac;e; 
hydr~zen fuelled around  ru1d  air trans~ortati~n vehicles; 
hydro;sen safety; 
hydro  .::,·en  fuel  ce  11 s. 
Paraconventional ::lroducti::m: 
electrolysis 
Therraoche~:lico.l  deoom:·.JOSitimt  Jf u<J.ter: 
r.1atcrial  and.  heat transfer tests; 
chemical  ent5·ineerinc studies; 
nuclear reactor  desiGn~ 
alternative enera3Y  sou1•ces. 
4..  hnrine ?rv·)\J.lsion 
R  .:::  })  swnort for demonstration. 
Oas  trans")orta..tion  syster.ts. 
~3tora..r,.e. 
hydroelectric :?l.llll;;>in;s; 
coms>resHed  .:;as; 
Use of decommissioned r.1ines  .fnr hydraulic stora::;e. -53-
1.  t1eothert11.:1l  :Wner.":Y. 
>ros)ectinc; inventorisation; 
hot  dry rock  )rojects~ 
technolo0ies  f_;r  clee~>-drillincr in igneous  rocks~ 
drillin:;- in hot  C(Jrr::;si ve  environment; 
lot-J-tecl)er~ture d.ual  fh,_icl  cycle; 
solubility and corrosion )roblcr,;s? 
moni  orinc waste. 
2.  ::;olar T:ner:·,;r. 
habitat anlicati!n; 
lare:;e  scale  ;-;rouno  ..  electricity  ~1roduction1 
·ohotcvol taic  conversion~ 
bioconversion  • 
.).  Ther;Jonnclea.r  ~evsivn  ::~ner;·_y. 
dynamic  mo,lel  of the  Coi:lhltmi ty  ener::;y  systctilS; 
assesSlaent  Df technolo:.;ical  o rtions1 
quality ,,f life nnd  ener::.,y  c,:m:n  ..  '.l:l )tion. 
the ycc:.r  2000  enerc,Y  sccno..riu  ~nd its im )lication for the 
ColilWU11i ty un year 19GO  ~'.ncl  1990  scenarios. • 
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t91S  1990  1995  2000 
{+)  B:!  pormiocion of the Insti  tuto ot :Fuol,  :trom  "Enera tor tha.  futUl"o"  3 Dill61'am  2 .- l!hergy requirements,  and shs.re• ot indigenoU.a  and.  imported tuell 
tor the CommUnity  of the Six (1970 - 1985) 
Total primar.y  energy requirements 
1975-1985  Prospects 
in J.l  tee  li  in %  II 
.1! 
1980  1970  1975  1980  1985  G 1970  1975 
"  !! 
Solid fuels  223  195  185  174  =  23  16  12 
n 
Oil  617  '831  1049  1304  R  64  67  66 
Natural gas  73  150  225  n  8  12  14  295  II 
K 
Primar,y electricity  50  64  121  222  ;  5  5  8 
Total requirements  913  1240  1580  H  1995  u  100  100  100 
Share of indigenous and imported ertergies 
Assumptions  1975-1985 
in 14  teo 
1970 
Internal  consumotion  844 
Share  covered by indigenous 
production (1)  - 325 
Balance to be  covered by 
imports  519 
Share of imported energy in ~  61  ~ 
Total reauirements  (2)  974 
Share  covered by  indigenous 
production (1)  - 325 
Balance to be  covered by 
imports  649 
Degree  of energy dependence  in %  67  % 
(1)  Amount  presented as a  working assumption. 
(2)  Internal consumption + exports + bunkering. 
1975  1980  1985 
1095  1415  1810 
- 390  - 470  - 625 
705.  945  1185 
64%  67 %  65% 
1240  1580  1995 
- 390  - 470  - 625 
850  1110  1370 
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